
Our research director, Dr. Vanessa Kanaan, and the
environment minister, Sarney Filho, supporting the Vinaceous-
breasted amazon!

National Biodiversity
Award
The Vinaceous-breasted amazon
reintroduction project ranked among
the top 3 in the Civil Society
Category in the second edition of the
National Biodiversity Award. It was
an honor to receive this recognition
and be among many important
conservation projects in Brazil.
Check out the pictures of the event .
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May's volunteer team helping us build the enclosure in the middle of the
forest. Be a volunteer!

Reintroduction
2017
At the moment, 34
vinaceous-breasted
amazons are going
through the rehabilitation
process. Those that meet
the physical, sanitary,
genetic and behavioral
criteria will be transferred
to the acclimation
enclosure set at the
protected area. After some
renovations, the enclosure
is ready to receive the
amazons for the fifth
reintroduction in to the
Araucarias National Park!
You can read more about
this project in our website.

Photographic exhibition in
Florianópolis, SC
The photographic exhibition "Back to the
forest" is on display at the Lagoa do Peri
Municipal Park until June 20th. Admission
is free. Visit our blog for more information.
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Avistar 2017
Between May 19th and
21st, the Butantan Institute
promoted the largest Bird
Fair in the country: Avistar
Brazil. The Institute and
Amigas dos Roxinhos
hosted the visitors in a
stand, where the
handcrafted products of the
income generation project
were on sale. Those
interested attended a
lecture, also available
online. Check out the event
´s photos.

Parrot Wildlife Foundation
Partnership
The Parrot Wildlife Foundation and Espaço Silvestre
Institute joined forces to protect the Vinaceous-breasted
amazon. This organization, based in France, aims to
ensure the conservation and reproduction of endangered
parrot species. This partnership is helping us reintroducing
the Vinaceous-breasted amazon parrot at the Araucarias
National Park, where it was extinct.

Sponsors
Our work is only possible thanks to our sponsors and partners. You can also contribute by making
your donation starting with twenty US dollars a month. Or, you can donate without spending any
penny, just by using the app O Polen during your online shopping.
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